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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper presents a competent and useful way to elaborate random exams by using Mathematica and 

LATEX. With these two tools, the authors suggest how to generate, in an easy way, different PDF 

documents containing different models of exams. The main idea is to provide a support to professors who 

have to manage groups of large number of students that should take different exams along the term, or even 

though not being groups of numerous students, it may be useful when different models of exams want to be 

provided to the students. The underlying advantage in this paper is the use of the Mathematica package for 

this purpose in a simple way, similarly as it has been done with alternative software. We present in this 

paper, some models of exams produced in the context in which the authors work. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In Europe, the teaching-learning process has become a dynamic process mainly after the 
implementation of the European Higher Education Area. This fact has incorporated the 
continuous assessment as an essential part of the evaluation process. Nevertheless, the way in 
which the continuous assessment is applied or understood depends on the type of course, and in a 
way, on the lecturers. Some professors take into account the participation and the attendance as 
part of the assessment, whereas some others consider, besides the final exam, the delivery of 
some activities during the term. The main difficulty to implement such a system at the university 
is that every professor has to deal with a large number of students, at least in specific degrees like 
in Social Sciences (Law, Business Administration, Economics, etc.). For that reason, the 
continuous assessment based on different midterms tests the students should take along the 
course, seems to be the more extended system, at least in the university context. Based on the 
authors experience along years of preparing exams and exams, and being conscious the hard work 
involved on that, we proposed a simple process by combining two powerful tools as Mathematica 
software [1] and LATEX [2] for generating multiple models of exams. Some papers for 
generating multiple-choice tests using TeX as support may be read in [3], [4] and [5].   
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2. METHODOLOGY 
 
We are going to distinguish between two areas of work: the LATEX area and the Mathematica 

area. 
 

2.1. LATEX Documents 
 

In order to get the target, we need the following types of files built in LATEX (we suggest to use 
WinEdt editor) which is a powerful and versatile all purpose text editor for Windows with a 
strong predisposition towards the creation of LATEX documents. This editor is available 
(previous fee) in the web page http://www.winedt.com/. Any other text editor may be used but the 
main advantage of WinEdt is that it allows us to deal different lines as just one by using wrapping 
(see the manual of WinEdt available in the web). 
 
i) Firstly, although the proposed procedure would make easy to generate multiple exams, we need 
a bank of questions with three possible answers in which only one is correct. This bank should be 
organized into different topics. In our example, we have the files t_1.tex, t_2.tex, …, t_5. These 
correspond to different topics of Mathematical Analysis such as limits, derivative, integration, 
etc. We want to point out that the order of the questions in the exam is arranged in the order in 
which the material is explained in class. Although the influence of the item sequence with the 
performance of the students on multiple-choice exams does not significantly affect students exam 
scores, as it has been analyzed by [6] and [7] among others. An integration question is provided 
as example in Figure 1. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 1. File t_5.tex of integration topic 
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The advantage of using WinEdt is that it is possible to separate each question into a unique line. 
This is very important because next Mathematica is going to read each line as an entry in a Table. 
Observe that the odd lines correspond to the question (the correct answer is labelled) and the even 
line to the response given in a label. 
 
ii) Secondly, EXAMEN_1.tex, EXAMEN_2.tex,..., etc. let us to generate one exam, two exams, 
etc. The body of these types of files is the same but different for the case of the different number 

of exams to generate. Here is provided an example to generate two exams. 

 

\newpage 
\begin{titlepage} \noindent {\large \bf \input{subject} 
\hfill {\input{date}}\\ \input{typeexam}}\\ {\sc \input{title} 
\hfill{Type \input{type_1}}}\ \\ \\ 
{ \sc First name..............................} 
\hfill{{\sc Surname...................................}}\\ 
\begin{enumerate} { \input{outexamen_1}} \end{enumerate} 
\vspace{0.5cm} 
\noindent {\sf Put in the following table a {\Large $\times$} 
in the correct answer.}\\ \\ 
\Large \input{tableqa} 
\end{titlepage} 
\newpage 
\begin{titlepage} \noindent {\large \bf \input{subject} 
\hfill {\input{date}}\\ \input{typeexam}}\\ {\sc \input{title} 
\hfill{Type \input{type_2}}}\ \\ \\ 
{ \sc First name.............................} 
\hfill{{\sc Surname...................................}}\\ 
\begin{enumerate} { \input{outexamen_2}} \end{enumerate} 
\vspace{0.5cm} 
\noindent {\sf Put in the following table a {\Large $\times$} 
in the correct answer.}\\ \\ 
\Large \input{tableqa} 
\end{titlepage} 
\begin{titlepage} 
\vspace*{2cm}\noindent \Large 
\input{degree} \\Subject: \input{subject}\\ \input{typeexam} 
\input{date} 
\vspace{1cm} 
\begin{center} 
{\sc Solutions} 
\end{center} 
\vspace{0.05cm} 
\begin{table}[h] 
\begin{center} 
\begin{tabular}{cccccc} 
\input{finaltable}\\ 
\end{tabular} 
\end{center} 
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\end{table} 
\end{titlepage} 
 
Here all the files appearing into the \input command will be generated by Mathematica and 
exported to the folder where we are working. 
 
iii) Finally, the main file to be compiled in LATEX includes only a preamble (as usual in all 
LATEX documents) and a main body with the usual entries and an input of the file between them 
containing the(s) exam(s) by using inputexam, where the tex file was built automatically by 
Mathematica. This is given by: 

 

\documentclass[10pt]{article} 
\pagestyle{empty} 
\def \R {{\rm I\kern -2.2pt R\hskip 1pt}} 
\oddsidemargin=-0.25cm\evensidemargin=-0.25cm 
\textwidth=180mm\textheight=270mm 
\topmargin=-105pt\headheight=12truept 
\headsep=25pt\footskip=17pt 
\hoffset=1mm\voffset=4mm 
\begin{document} 
\input{exam} 
\end{document} 
 

2.2. Running Mathematica Package 
 
The teacher should write here the number of questions in each exam, the number of exams, etc. 
The example here provides five questions, two exams, etc. 
 
Mathematica Code  

 

numberquestions =5; (* write the number of questions *) 
numex = 2 ; (* write the number of exams to generate *) 
date = TextForm[ ”January 15_ th  _2015” ] ; 
(* write between commas the date of t he exam *) 
s u b j e c t = TextForm[ ”Maths” ] ; 
(* write between commas the subject *) 
typeexam =TextForm[ ” First _ exercise ” ] ; 
(*write between commas the type of exam*) 
degree = TextForm[ ”Degree_ in_ Business _ Administration ” ] ; 
(*write between commas the degree*) 
 
The following line builds a table where the students should put an X in the question they consider 
to be the right answer. 
 
tableqa = Grid[Table [ { j , a , b , c } , { j , 1 , numberquestions } ] , Divider s−>All ] //Text ; 
(* build the table of responses *) 
 

We import now the type of file necessary according to the number of exams to be generated. 
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Exam = Import [”C: \\ User s \\Desktop\\EXAMEN ”<>ToString[ numex]<>” . tex ” , ” Li s t ” ] 
; 
Once this is done, Mathematica export to the corresponding folder of the area of work the files 

built at the beginning of the Mathematica process. 

Export [ ”C: \\ User s \\Desktop\\ date . tex ” , date , ”Table” ] ; 
Export [ ”C: \\ User s \\Desktop\\EXAM. tex ” ,Exam, ”Table” ] ; 
Export [ ”C: \\ User s \\Desktop\\ subject . tex ” , subj e c t , ”Table” ] ; 
Export [ ”C: \\ User s \\Desktop\\ typeexam. tex ” , typeexam , ”Table ” ] ; 
Export [ ”C: \\ User s \\Desktop\\ degree . tex ” , degree , ”Table” ] ; 
Export [ ”C: \\ User s \\Desktop\\ tableqa . tex ” , tabl eqa , ”TeXFragment ” ] ; 
 

Now, we import the bank of questions given in files t 1.tex, t 2.tex, etc. and assign names to the 
different lines in these files. Recall that the odd lines in these files corresponds to the questions 
with three possible answers and the even line to the label of the correct response. These names 
will be used later. 

 

a l l q r = Table [ Import [ ”C: \\ User s \\Desktop\\ t ”<>ToString[ i ] <>” . tex ” , 
” Li s t ” ] , { i , 1 , numberques tions } ] ; 
(* importing files with all topics , questions and responses *) 
m = Table [ Length[ a l l q r [ [ j ] ] ] , { j , 1 , numberques tions } ] ; 
(*gives the length of topic i *) 
a l l q = Table [ a l l q r [ [ i ] ] [ [ 2 * j −1] ] , { i , 1 , numberques tions } , { j , 1 ,m[ [ i ] ] / 2 } ] ; 
(* all questions of topic i *) 
a l l r = Table [ { a l l q r [ [ i ] ] [ [ 2 * j ] ] } , { i , 1 , numberques tions } , { j , 1 ,m[ [ i ] ] / 2 } ] 
; 
(* all responses of topic i *) 
 
The main part of the Mathematica code is given next, and provides also the main LATEX 
documents to be compiled for giving rise to the pdf file. These main files are outexam.tex and 
finaltable.tex. The first file contains the exam (questions with the three possible answers) and the 
table with the correct responses provided to the teacher to correct the exams in an easy way. 
 
Do[ 
type = j ; (* gives the version of the exam. Types 1 , 2 , . . . , numex*) 
t j j = Flatten [Table [ RandomChoice [ a l l q [ [ i ] ] , 1 ] , { i , 1 , numberques tions } ] ] ; 
(* choose random question of topic i and converting 
to a table withouth internal brackets *) 
p t j j =Flatten [Table [ Position [ a l l q r [ [ i ] ] , t j j [ [ i ] ] ] , { i , 1 , numberques tions } ] ] ; 
(* position of the question chosen in the list t 1 1 all and 

converting to a table withouth internal brackets *) 
outexamen = TableForm[Table [ t j j [ [ i ] ] , { i , 1 , numberques tions } ] ] ; 
(* questions chosen *) 
outanswer s = TableForm[Table [ a l l q r [ [ i ] ] [ [ p t j j [ [ i ] ]+1 ] ] , { i , 1 , numberques 
tions } ] ] ; 
(* build the table of responses *) 
Export [ ”C: \\ User s \\Desktop\\ type ”<>ToString[ j ]<>” . tex ” , type , ”Table” ] ; 
Export [ ”C: \\ User s \\Desktop\\ outexamen ”<>ToString[ j ]<>” . tex ” 
, outexamen , ”Table” ] ; 
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Export [ ”C: \\ User s \\Desktop\\ outanswer ”<>ToString[ j ]<>” . tex ” 
, outanswer s , ”Table” ] , 
{ j , 1 , numex } ] ; 
import responses = Table [ Import [ ”C: \\ User s \\Desktop\\ outanswer ”<> 
ToString[ i ]<>” . tex ” , ” Li s t ” ] , { i , 1 , numex } ] ; 
f i n a l t a b l e = TableForm[Table [ Insert [ Insert [ Insert [ Insert [ 
R i f f l e [ import responses [ [ s ] ] , ”&” ] , ”\\\\ ” , −1] , ”Type” , 1 ] , ”:&” , 2 ] , s , 2 ] , 
{s , 1 , numex } ] ] ; 
Export [ ”C: \\ User s \\Desktop\\ f i n a l t a b l e . tex ” , f i n a l t a b l e , ”Table ” ] ; 
 

These six parts of the Mathematica code can be running together into a unique file. As the reader 
can see all the Mathematica commands used are simple and standard and the detailed information 
is provided after them as may be seen into (**). The Import command is needed to get the 
appropriated files, the Export to save the files generated by Mathematica and the main command 
to be used is Table together with Do, which uses the standard Wolfram Language iteration 
specification. Additionally to the mentioned files, Mathematica generates the simple files 
date.tex, subject.tex, typeexam.tex, degree.tex and tableqa.tex in order to print into the file 
EXAMEN.tex the corresponding date of the exam, the subject, the type of the exam, the degree 
and the table of responses where the students have to mark the responses they consider correct. 
Mathematica also provides the table of correct answers (responses are labelled with the 
corresponding labels), which is saved in the file finaltable.tex. This final table including the right 
answers for all the generated models might be provided also to the students, needless to say that 
once the examination process has finished, so they might have an idea of the score of the exam in 
advance. A simple chart of the process is given in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                  

Figure 2.  Chart of the process 
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An example with two types of exams with five questions is provided and the pdf file generated is 
shown in Figures 3, 4 y 5. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3.  Page 1 of the final resultant exam  
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Figure 4.  Page 2 of the generated exam in the process 
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Figure 4.  Page 3 of the generated solution table in the process 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this work, we provide an effective way to elaborate several models of multiple-choice tests 
(essays type are also possible) by using Mathematica and LATEX. The combined use of these 
two tools allow us to generate in an easy way, an assorted set of different PDF documents 
containing different versions of the same exam, in the case of multiple-choice tests, a table 
containing the solutions is provided for making easy the process of correction. The questions on 
the generated exams include the topics in the same order theyare presented in the contents of the 
course because in this way it has been decided at the moment of designing the output of the 
program but this order could be scrambled. Depending on the bank of questions for each topic, 
the probability of repeating questions is lower. With regard to the answers, as the right questions 
are labeled the order in which they are shown could be scrambled with the automatic change in 
the complete solution table provided to the students in order they could have an idea of their 
score. Finally, the purpose of the authors with this paper is to provide for Mathematica users a 
simple tool that help to save time for preparing a collection of several models of exams, as the 
users of alternative software have done 
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